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1. Will Smith Injury Ground Hawks For Good?

By John Hollinger 
ESPN.com

ATLANTA -- The Hawks were 90 percent of the way to being 90 percent there. 

Up 11, at home, late in the third quarter against a reeling Celtics team missing its two backcourt stars, Atlanta 
was closing in on a 2-0 series lead ... an advantage that leads to a series win 94 percent of the time, historically.
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And then, a dramatic reversal. The Hawks lost the lead and then their star forward and then the game, and now 
they're hanging on for dear life in the series after Boston rallied for an 87-80 win in Game 2. Game 3 will be 
Friday in Boston.

But hold off on the talk about the game for a minute, because a potentially much bigger issue for the rest of this 
series is the state of Josh Smith. The Atlanta forward again filled the stat sheet with 16 points, 12 rebounds and 
five assists but left the game with a sprained left knee with 4:20 to go and the Hawks trailing by two.

It appeared the knee had been bothering him for much of the fourth quarter, especially on a layup try at the 5:14 
mark that he missed, but Smith may have aggravated whatever injury he had in a collision with Kevin Garnett 
just before he checked out. Television replays showed his knee giving a bit after Garnett bumped into him with 
4:40 left, and 20 seconds later he was in the locker room and done for the night. 

[+] Enlarge

Kevin C. Cox/Getty Images

This one isn't in Rose-Shumpert territory -- Smith walked off the court and left the arena under his own power -- 
but even a lesser injury would likely eliminate Smith for the rest of this series, and that in turn would effectively 
end any threat Atlanta posed to the Celtics.

Certainly that was the case in this game, as an Atlanta side that floundered through much of the fourth went 
completely off the rails once Smith checked out. 

And Paul Pierce took care of the rest. Calling this a throwback performance damns with faint praise; this was 
one of the best games of a fabulous career. Pierce had 36 points, 14 rebounds and four assists while being asked 
to carry a Boston offense that was missing Rajon Rondo and sharpshooter Ray Allen. 

"The only way we were going to win a game like that without Ray and Rondo," said Celtics coach Doc Rivers, 
"was if Paul had a game like this."

The veteran forward played 44 minutes but had enough in the tank to rise up for a fast-break dunk in the fourth 
quarter and then put the Hawks away with a dagger transition 3 ... and then capped his night by Tebowing at 
midcourt after making two free throws. 

(This gesture was more family-friendly than the last famous one he made in this arena, when he was fined for 
flashing gang signs at Atlanta's Al Horford in the heated 2008 series between these two clubs.)

However, the real damage had been done earlier. Atlanta was up 11 with under three minutes to go in the third 
quarter, a lead that could have been even bigger had the Hawks' two best players not each blown wide-open 
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breakaways -- Smith missed a showboat reverse dunk try in the first quarter and Johnson blew a clean transition 
layup early in the third. 

The Celtics cut the lead to five when Doc Rivers decided to skip the final pit stop: While the Hawks went to 
their bench to start the fourth quarter, he left Pierce, Avery Bradley and Garnett on the floor. While Johnson, 
Jeff Teague and Smith rested to start the period -- Johnson and Teague for 2:23, Smith for 1:36 -- Boston seized 
the opening and tied the game, holding Atlanta scoreless for nearly four minutes to start the fourth.

It was a calculated gamble on the part of Rivers, but with two days off before Friday's Game 2 and Boston 
having granted its players plenty of rest in the final two weeks of the season, it paid off huge. Both Pierce and 
Garnett had enough spring to push Boston through the fourth, while Atlanta was burned by treating it too much 
like a regular-season game. 

It wasn't the only factor. Boston visibly turned up its defensive pressure, to the point where the Hawks had 
trouble just initiating their sets. Little-used Marquis Daniels joined Garnett, Pierce, Bradley and Mickael Pietrus 
in a small-ball lineup that hounded the Hawks into a 4-of-19, six-turnover stinker of a quarter. With Atlanta 
missing centers Zaza Pachulia, Horford and, for the final four minutes, Smith, the Hawks couldn't punish the 
Celtics' small look.

"We tried to play small," Hawks coach Larry Drew said, "to match up with them and try to open the floor a little 
bit, but we didn't have that low-post presence that we needed."

Moreover, Johnson couldn't take advantage either. One wonders if the task of guarding Pierce most of the night 
wore him out; while Pierce had the luxury of guarding less threatening Hawks (such as Marvin Williams, who 
shot 1-for-6 in 21 impact-free minutes), Johnson's fourth quarter included two turnovers in a crucial three-
possessions stretch and just one made basket. While his final line wasn't bad (7-of-17, 22 points), he seemed 
tentative to pull the trigger the entire night and lapsed into overdribbling at times.

Regardless, once his co-star Smith went out, the Hawks were at a huge disadvantage. And that disadvantage will 
persist throughout the series if Smith's knee keeps him out. Horford won't be back 'til the next round at the 
earliest (if there is one) and Pachulia is now targeting Game 5, perhaps optimistically. Atlanta faces the prospect 
of needing to win in Boston with Jason Collins, Ivan Johnson and Erick Dampier (remember him?) as its only 
bigs. 

If they'd managed to take a 2-0 lead to Beantown as well, the Hawks might feel a little better about their 
chances. 

Now? It just feels like a wasted opportunity, and one they won't get back without Smith.

 ESPN Insider John Hollinger 
• Twitter @johnhollinger | ESPN.com | TrueHoop | Email | Stats  
• Follow ESPN's NBA coverage on Twitter | On Facebook | On Google+ 
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2. Around The Association

 
(8) Phila. 76ers

 
109

Final 
Recap | Box score 92

 
(1) Chicago Bulls

 

Defining Moment: Philadelphia unleashed hell in the third. Galvanized by a series of dunks so remarkable I 
won't squander space trying to capture them here, it shot 68 percent, held the Bulls to a paltry 25 percent clip, 
outrebounded the home team 14-5 and beat them on the break 11-0. When the dust cleared, and with the laws of 
physics restored, the Sixers had taken the period 36-14 and opened up a 14-point lead they'd only build on. 
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MVP: Pregame, much of the conversation centered around a point guard who wasn't playing. Postgame, it will 
shift to one who did. Jrue Holiday, the third-year guard whose halting progress has sometimes frustrated Sixers 
fans, was tremendous: He hit 11 of his first 12 shots and finished with 26 points and six assists. 

That was ... the beginning of the end? Most in the prognosticating business expected the Bulls, who more than 
held their own in Rose's first 27 sick days, to grind by the Sixers and likely their second-round opponent before 
the hole where their superstar used to go would be exposed and in turn expose them. We might have to move 
that timetable up by a few weeks. 

-- Tom Sunnergren, Philadunkia   

 

 
(4) Boston Celtics
 

87
Final 

Recap | Box score 80

 
(5) Atlanta Hawks
 

MVP: Paul Pierce didn't have his best shooting night, but he doggedly fought his way to 36 points and 14 
rebounds to carry the Celtics offensively into an unlikely comeback win. 

LVP(s): The Hawks' putrid bench coughed up an 11-point lead at the end of the third quarter and the start of the 
fourth. Larry Drew is going to have to stagger his starters' rest to mask his reserves' offensive incoherence. 

X factor: Josh Smith sprained his knee in the second half and the Hawks are facing the possibility of playing the 
rest of this already wearying series without their most productive player to this point. 

-- Danny Nowell, Magic Basketball   

 

 
(6) Denver Nuggets

 
100

Final 
Recap | Box score 104

 
(3) L.A. Lakers

 

MVP: Kobe Bryant scored 38 points and also chipped in four rebounds and two assists. His scoring was the 
catalyst for building up the Lakers' lead and he made several key plays late in the game to keep the Nuggets at 
bay when they made their final push. 

X factor: Ty Lawson poured in 25 points and handed out seven assists to keep the Nuggets close. His 
aggressive drives in the second half provided a spark for his team and put the Lakers back on their heels. 
Without Lawson's strong play, the Lakers win this game going away. 

Defining Moment: With 2:18 left in the game and the Nuggets down by four, Kenneth Faried received a pass 
ahead of the defense in a position to score but bobbled the ball for a turnover. Bryant took the ball the other way, 
and after drawing the defense, he made a slick pass to Andrew Bynum for the dunk plus the foul. The Nuggets 
never recovered. 

-- Darius Soriano, Forum and Gold   
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LIVE Pause Newest

CoachHoy

Any idea what the tweet of the night is about? I must have missed something.

5 Minutes Ago

Joel Anthony is a Cave Man

I've always thought Hollinger hated the Celtics. Now I realize he's just an ATL homer

11 Minutes Ago

NY_Julian

Damn my Nets still have more playoff wins in a span of 10 years than the knicks ... it's ok knick fans there's 

the nets if manhatten doesnt work out 

1 fan likes this.

17 Minutes Ago

ooothatpoo

true or false:  

ESPN's NBA front page will headline "Extinguished" when the Heat eliminate the Knicks..  

27 Minutes Ago

CELTS WORLD

IDK, but im rooting for the upset, even thoe you can probably hear a pen drop on Broadway 

rite now.

21 Minutes Ago

CELTS WORLD

Waiting for smooves MRI report.

28 Minutes Ago

the_shot23

Bulls Offense  

  
That was...awful to watch!

29 Minutes Ago

CELTS WORLD

You think their done huh? Wait til next game, philly will fold.

27 Minutes Ago

mamameLA p1nga

the bulls are a bunch of second string players on another team , well maybe not the 

bobcats

1 fan likes this.

11 Minutes Ago

the_shot23

nope. I did not say that. I was referring to last night's game..it was a very telling one. 

26 Minutes Ago
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CELTS WORLD

Yea thats true.

25 Minutes Ago

CoachHoy

Chicago's offense will figure it out. They are still one of the best three defensive teams in the 

league.

24 Minutes Ago

the_shot23

I hope so but sum1 has to take the lead. Luol should step it up and lead the charge..

21 Minutes Ago

Via Infinito

Funny how in 2010 I disliked the Celtics more than any other team. Could not stand KG at all. Fast forward 

to 2012 I'm rooting for the Celtics just because they have the best chance of anyone to beat Miami (not that 

it's still much of a chance though). 

41 Minutes Ago

Mirabelli_Incarnate

If the C's can get good play in the paint from KG and BB, and Rondo isn't injured, the C's have 

a good chance of upsetting Miami, with or without Ray.

40 Minutes Ago

Via Infinito

Only chance they have is if Lebron chokes. Miami has significantly more talent than 

Boston.

38 Minutes Ago

CoachHoy

They don't have more talent than Boston. They have more top end talent. Miami's 

bench sucks. And if all the Celtics need is Lebron to choke, then I'm pretty sure they 

already have the series locked up.

1 fan likes this.

33 Minutes Ago

Via Infinito

So how many starters does Boston have coming off the bench?  

  

I count 3 career starters for Miami in Miller, Battier, and Haslem.  

  

Whose bench is better again?

32 Minutes Ago

Via Infinito

Actually make that 4 if you want to count Joel Anthony who started for the NBA runner-

up last season.

31 Minutes Ago

CoachHoy

The Celtics. Mike Miller sucks. Shane Battier is a good defender. Haslem is a nobody...

30 Minutes Ago

coolio198

maybe because you dont like the favorites? 2010 3 stars team up to win a ship, 2012 3 stars 

team up to win a ship  

View more items

View more items
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i dunno i dont like the celtics either remind me of the Pistions after they won a ship

38 Minutes Ago

Via Infinito

Celtics never "teamed" up. They were traded.  

  

I didn't like the Celtics because for years Garnett did nothing in Minnesota. Then all of a 
sudden he comes to Boston, needs Pierce and Allen to win him a title, and he becomes 

the cockiest, arrogant, and biggest poor sport in the entire league. He showed no class. 

It was kind of pathetic.  

  

But even with all that, it still pales in comparison to what Lebron has done. Hence why I 

root for the Celtics  

3 fans like this.

35 Minutes Ago

Via Infinito

I still recall Garnett taunting Jerryd Bayless in Toronto for no reason. It even made the 

Yahoo front page because everyone was like wft is wrong with this guy. It's like c'mon, 

he knows full well he wouldn't say anything if he was still in Minnesota.

1 fan likes this.

33 Minutes Ago

CoachHoy

Garnett did a lot in Minnesota. I think he went to a Conference Final. You have to 

remember, he was in Minnesota...

32 Minutes Ago

JHolz85

For once I agree with you. He never won anything on his own. Additionally, if you watch 

him play defense, all he does is defend an area. He never bodied up against guys like 

Duncan or Shaq.

31 Minutes Ago

Via Infinito

It still is no excuse for his behavior in Boston after he was traded.

30 Minutes Ago

caseyg5963

best chance? $@%! i think OKC has the best chance taking down mami dont get me wrong 

their a very young team but they def have the talent to beat them...

32 Minutes Ago

CELTS WORLD

Why not hop on a team in the west's Band Wagon??? We like to fly under the radar. You could 

have chose OKC Or San

1 fan likes this.

32 Minutes Ago

TreC1983

I was at the Hawks game last night & Paul Pierce's game is breathtaking live. Wow, he put on a show. I knew 

he was scoring a lot but I didn't notice that he was rebounding like a monster

1 fan likes this.

48 Minutes Ago

zharzhay

Hard to believe, but the C's play better without Rondo

51 Minutes Ago

View more items
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Mirabelli_Incarnate

Not the case. The C's simply had to win last night.

1 fan likes this.

47 Minutes Ago

Excelscior1

@Zharzhay  

  

Did you see the Celtic shooting %?  

  

The Celtics shot 42% for the game. I think not.   

  

Then won it because of their defense, Paul Pierce, the bench/role players stepping up, 

and Atlanta's idiocy . But you can't expect all those things to happen every night, mind 

you win the next series after.   

  

I'm sure they look forward to going home and having Rondo and/or Ray

42 Minutes Ago

Excelscior1

@Zharzhay  

  

Did you see the Celtic shooting %?  
  

The Celtics shot 42% for the game. I think not.   

  

Then won it because of their defense, Paul Pierce, the bench/role players stepping up, 

and Atlanta's idiocy . But you can't expect all those things to happen every night, mind 

you win the next series after.   

  

I'm sure they look forward to going home and having Rondo and/or Ray

42 Minutes Ago

CoachHoy

That's just not true man. Pierce can't do that every night. I love Paul and I believe, but not 

every night.

2 fans like this.

46 Minutes Ago

coolio198

you think pierce can play 44 mins every night? their biggest advantage against the heat is 

Rondo.... and KG making bosh his little b.i.t.c.h boy lol but they need him to play againist 

tougher opponents

44 Minutes Ago

ugadawgs1000

jsmoove went out as soon as the c's made their run. atlanta should have won that but didnt. 

they play better with rondo, saying otherwise is moronic

43 Minutes Ago

Mirabelli_Incarnate

The C's are at their peak when a tough Boston D forces a turnover or a bad shot into a Rondo/ 

AB fast break. And man is it fun to watch.

42 Minutes Ago

ooothatpoo

The one loss against Miami Boston's starting 5:  

Rondo, Ray, Jermaine, Sasha, and KG.  

Pierce didn't play because of an injury, Avery played 4 minutes and Stiemsma had a DNP. If you look at that 

View more items
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you would think they lost by at least 13. C's lost by only 8. Other than that it's 3 straight for Boston. 2 if you 

don't want to count the Bench vs Bench game. I am not predicting anything or saying Boston will make the 

Finals, but I am so tired of seeing these Heat fans have their heads so far up there sun... more

3 fans like this.

1 Hour Ago

coolio198

OOOTHATPOO no one said it will be easy but to base it off the regualr season is dumb last year 

C's beat them during the regular season and lost to them in the playoffs. So no one has figured 

them out it will be a tough series

58 Minutes Ago

ooothatpoo

COOLIO198 I understand that. I'm just trying to bring the heat fans back down to earth. and m 

y post wasn't about the 3-1 in season record. it was showing that we didn't have the same 

team as we do now. You don't think that matters? Jermaine O'Neal?

55 Minutes Ago

DCDaveBackFromTheGrave

I can guarantee 1 thing the C's will die trying (hopefully not literally..).   
  

Do me 1 favor though and keep dwade away from Rondo. I don't want anymore 'accidents'...

55 Minutes Ago

CELTS WORLD

Shaq was healthy the first couple of meetings thoe. Miami didn't have a answer for his size in 

the regular season. The KG & Shaq tandem terrifide the heat. He was hurt in the playoffs, so 

they took advantage of are lack of size. This year the same guys that were healthy through the 

regular seaon r healthy now, despite ray allen. The c's beat them without ray this season, with 

the emerge of Avery Bradley. This team is built differently.

3 fans like this.

48 Minutes Ago

ooothatpoo

boom.

47 Minutes Ago

ooothatpoo

why aren't any Heat "fans" replying? that upsets me..

46 Minutes Ago

maxsulax

Wow Hollinger, relax. As a Celtics fan I hope J Smith comes back so they won't have any excuses. You're 

already making excuses for them and they were missing him for four minutes and 20 seconds. Ray Ray has 

been out both games AND Rondo didn't play last night. The reason the Hawks didn't win last night wasn't 

because poor Josh Smith couldn't play for a little bit, it's because the Celtics are a much better team. Hop of 

Hollinger.

1 Hour Ago

CELTS WORLD

F uck their excuses, we need to get 2 round 2.

3 fans like this.

1 Hour Ago

CELTS WORLD

They wanted rondo to get suspended for the series. They don't care about the c's, so why care 

about the hawks. I hope hes sais "f uck this series" and sits out with horford.

1 fan likes this.

View more items
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1 Hour Ago

TheCrazyCanes

Nothing you could do when a team shoots the way the 76ers did except wait to see if they come down to 

earth. Turned it off in the 3rd when Evan bleeping Turner is throwing a prayer up with 3 people on him and 

makes it.   

  

They won't shoot like that Game 3.

1 Hour Ago

Thomas4616

Not trying to say I'm a Nike fan, but  

Dwight Howard, Derrick Rose, Josh Smith, and Iman Shumpert....  

Is this curse of Adidas? -_- What's happening...

2 fans like this.

1 Hour Ago

trumpetguru2012

I would not be surprised at all to see the Heat go 12-0 and sit on South Beach while they wait for the West 

Finalist to kill themselves getting to the NBA Finals. The Heat can easily handle the Pacers, Hawks, Bulls and 

(assuming they get that far) would be too much for the Celtics.   

  

I'm not saying it is a Stone Cold Lead Pipe Lock, but I wouldn't be surprised either. 

1 Hour Ago

benn1ce

ATL is so dumb. Only a sorry a.s.s franchise drops confetti from the ceiling after a game 1 win. You don't 

think that lit a fire under the Celtics? Win something before doing something ridiculous like that. 

9 fans like this.

1 Hour Ago

ooothatpoo

i want to like this 56 times. what a bunch of clowns down there  

2 fans like this.

1 Hour Ago

trumpetguru2012

Reminds me of when the Jazz shot out confetti for snagging the 8th spot. Hurray!!! Now we get 

the Spurs in the first round! Celebrate good times, cmon!

2 fans like this.

1 Hour Ago

sturngott

Philly shoots confetti out after every regular season win. Pathetic

1 Hour Ago

Baneden77

Each piece of confetti represents the broken dreams of an Atlanta sports fan.

15 Minutes Ago

Joel Anthony is a Cave Man

Jeff Van Gundy shoots out confetti everytime the Heat score

1 fan likes this.

13 Minutes Ago

bfield2017

I like pie  

1 fan likes this.

1 Hour Ago
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Queue10

Pie is overrated - cake and ice cream are way better. The best is pure chocolate or fudge.

1 fan likes this.

1 Hour Ago

ooothatpoo

or anything with peanut butter..

1 fan likes this.

1 Hour Ago

jhedi33

it depends on what pie it is..pizza pie, apple pie, american pie?...

1 fan likes this.

1 Hour Ago

george_wilson82

or pootang pie! O_o

48 Minutes Ago

caseyg5963

haha^ thats the kinda pie im talkin bout haha

27 Minutes Ago

Sahroo Lives

Evan Turner is the best player the Sixers have on the team.

1 Hour Ago

jhedi33

how is he related to tina turner?...

1 Hour Ago

CELTS WORLD

Lue williams.

1 fan likes this.

1 Hour Ago

Wole5465

Joe Johnson is overrated  

1 fan likes this.

2 Hours Ago

CELTS WORLD

Boston's Defense makes it seem that way sometimes. In reality Hes underated because he just 

plays & /doesn't talk. If he was yellling all the time like westbrook people would love him. Like 

KG said "ClassicJoe"

3 fans like this.

1 Hour Ago

benn1ce

Nah. Worth all 120 Million LOL

1 fan likes this.

1 Hour Ago

View more items
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CELTS WORLDDamn He is over paid.

1 fan likes this.

24 Minutes Ago

CELTS WORLD

If he plays he will be gimpy. KG and Bass will attack.

1 fan likes this.

2 Hours Ago

CoreyGallagherArt

Sixers have split the last 8 against the Bulls, 4 a piece, the Bulls don't dominate the Sixers like they do 

against most of the league, it's humorous how most still believe that this depleted Bulls squad is still the 
favorite to emerge from this series, Sixers just stole home court advantage and Rose isn't coming back.

1 fan likes this.

3 Hours Ago

DCDaveBackFromTheGrave

Chicago had a 50/50 shot of still winning the series prior to last nights game. Now they might 

get beat 4 straight.

1 fan likes this.

3 Hours Ago

CELTS WORLD

Chicago will win

1 fan likes this.

2 Hours Ago

zharzhay

sixers beat the $@%! out of Boston a couple times this season...

54 Minutes Ago

Hibachiarenas

"And coupled with Pierce's 36-point game, it's the first time two players age 33 or older have scored 35 

points or more on the same day in the NBA playoffs"  

  

The NBA - Where stats that don't matter happen.

1 fan likes this.

3 Hours Ago

SMANGANG

As long as you get the W...

3 Hours Ago

DCDaveBackFromTheGrave

Zackly that's the stat that matters.  

  

1 fan likes this.

3 Hours Ago

djayee08

You spelled 'ESPN' wrong.

1 fan likes this.

1 Hour Ago

christojnco

I know that Will Smith played ball in West Philadelphia, but I never knew he played for the Hawks.

7 fans like this.
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4 Hours Ago

colemanj74

He owns the sixers

2 Hours Ago

Nsports7

Well it was the playground where he would spend most of his days.

52 Minutes Ago

mneuf324

Chilling out, maxing, relaxing all cool

39 Minutes Ago

Coyotek4

Feels like a win-win year for the NBA: Lebron will get his championship, and Lebron-haters will apply an 

asterisk to the season.

2 fans like this.

5 Hours Ago

SMANGANG

Lebron chokes!! alot!!! this year no different!!....

3 Hours Ago

DCDaveBackFromTheGrave

Miami is going out in the 2nd round so the NBA will be asterisk free.

3 Hours Ago

SMANGANG

I AGREE!!! Pacers with the upset!!! it's happening!!!!!!!.........

3 Hours Ago

CELTS WORLD

Pacers match up good with the heat. They won the last meeting too.

1 fan likes this.

2 Hours Ago

doublehelix178

The Heat absolutely destroyed the Pacers in the other 3 meetings. Pacers don't match 

up well at all, did you watch any of their meetings this year?

1 Hour Ago

BucFan1019

the heat beat the pacers twice by 40 points this season. yeah good luck pacers. haha. heat 

would win in 5 easy. 

1 Hour Ago

djayee08

Pacers won't win $@%!, and this is coming from a Heat-hater.  

1 Hour Ago

jsna6

Is it just me or are the stars aligning again for miami - d rose injured, d howard out, rondo suspended, ray 

allen out indefinitely, smoove injured now, lin injured, amare stupid. The pacers and the sixers are 

inexperienced. Seems any team that could challenge the heat have already faced some adversity whereas 

the heat only have to worry about how to fit another headband over lebron's hairline.

5 fans like this.

5 Hours Ago
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SMANGANG

EAST is WEAK!!!

3 fans like this.

3 Hours Ago

colemanj74

You act like the Heat have not faced adversity--they have faced by far the most adversity this 

season, with LA a distant second, Knicks a distant third, and nobody else in sight. I don't 

understand all the LeBron hate, I would love him here in philly

1 fan likes this.

2 Hours Ago

Nsports7

The Heat have faced most adversity? Care to explain that?

51 Minutes Ago

ooothatpoo

how does Rondo being suspended for 1 game (which Boston won) affect the Heat in anyway?

2 fans like this.

1 Hour Ago

J-SMOOVE2077

god i cant wait for miami to lay a smackdown on boston if it comes to that.

3 fans like this.

5 Hours Ago

beebopbaloop

not happening

6 fans like this.

5 Hours Ago

SMANGANG

agree... rondo shuts down lebronze!!

3 fans like this.

3 Hours Ago

doublehelix178

Yea, just like last years playoffs. 

1 Hour Ago

ooothatpoo

****last year.. just like when Dirk bent the entire Heat organization over last year. 

Avery Bradley was an unknown and this yea he will do to D Wade what Dirk did to the 

organization... remember that block Avery had earlier this year?

1 Hour Ago

ooothatpoo

because I do...  

1 Hour Ago

celticgreen2012

the Celtics will not get smacked down by anyone. too much pride. Also, they dont fear Miami at 

all. 

8 fans like this.

5 Hours Ago
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beebopbaloopKG pounds on his chest a coupla times and LBJ starts shaking in his sneaks.

3 fans like this.

5 Hours Ago

ronskeet81

really...he pounded pretty hard last year when they won 1 game during the semis

4 fans like this.

5 Hours Ago

DCDaveBackFromTheGrave

wade took out rondo.

2 fans like this.

3 Hours Ago

ne7 uopjo6

until the no regard for human life dunk

1 Hour Ago

ronskeet81

fear is not a prerequisite for getting beat down...the bulls and celtics didn't fear the heat last 
year either and we know how that ended up

5 fans like this.

5 Hours Ago

jsna6

yes wade broke rondos arm as soon as the tide started to turn.

5 Hours Ago

J-SMOOVE2077

game 3? lol

5 Hours Ago

DCDaveBackFromTheGrave

like minds bro. 

3 Hours Ago

View more items

More

You are fully responsible for the content you post. Content that includes profanity, personal attacks or antisocial behavior (such as "spamming" or "trolling"), or other 
inappropriate content or material will be removed. We reserve the right to block any user who violates our terms of use, including removing all content posted by that user.
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3. Tuesday's Best 

 
Pierce

Paul Pierce, Celtics: With Rajon Rondo out, the captain came to the rescue, finishing with 36 points, 14 
rebounds, four assists and one act of Tebowing after hitting a game-clinching 3-pointer in the fourth quarter of 
the Celtics' series-tying victory. 

4. Tuesday's Worst 

 

Rose-less Bulls They were looking good up until halftime, but things got ugly thereafter. With their star point 
guard staring longingly from a suite up top, the Bulls mustered only 14 third-quarter points en route to a series-
changing rout at the hands of the 8th-seeded Sixers. 

5. NBA Video Channel

VIDEO PLAYLIST 

Get Haywire: Block From Hawks PG

Highlight Of The Night

Shorthanded Celtics Rally Past Hawks

6. Tweet Of The Night

@ChelseaVPeretti when ur dead n gone. Do u want a hologram to 

do ur stand up n stuff?

Roy Hibbert

@Hoya2aPacer

1 May 12 
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7. Quote Of The Night

"Half of his hand was just hanging off. It was really bad. Blood was just squirting out. That's why they had the paramedics come in, 
because they thought he might have punctured an artery because of how much blood was coming out." 

-- An eyewitness to Amare Stoudemire's injury, describing Monday's chaotic scene in Miami to Chris 
Broussard. 

8. Drooping Rose

Steve Mitchell-US PRESSWIRE
The United Center gave Derrick Rose a standing ovation as he presented the game ball to officials pregame, but 
the MVP couldn't hide his discomfort with wearing street clothes in Chicago's Game 2. 

9. Stat Check

By Elias Sports Bureau
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Bryant 

Kobe Bryant, 33 years old, scored 38 points on Tuesday in the Lakers' win over the Nuggets. The only other 
Lakers players to score that many points in a playoff game at age 33 or older are Kareem Abdul-Jabbar (three 
times in the 1980 playoffs, including twice in the NBA Finals) and Wilt Chamberlain (45 in Game 6 the 1970 
Finals against the Knicks).

And coupled with Pierce's 36-point game, it's the first time two players age 33 or older have scored 35 points or 
more on the same day in the NBA playoffs.

10. Dunk Of The Night

SPONSORED LINKS

LifeLock® Official Site 
Identity Theft Can Happen to Anyone So Get 
Protection with LifeLock. 
LifeLock.com 

A $6 Trillion Opportunity 
Learn Why This Penny Stock Could Go Stratospheric 
www.PennyStockWizard.com 

Make a Difference 
Assist your community. Become a Citizen-Soldier in 
the National Guard. 
http://jobs.nationalguard.com 

New Policy in Georgia 
GA - Drivers with no DUIs can now get Insurance for 
as low as $7/week. 
www.ConsumerAutoSource.com 

  Buy a link here   

•

SPORTS◦

NFL◦

MLB◦

NBA◦

NHL◦

College Football◦

College Basketball◦
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Soccer◦

NASCAR◦

•

MORE◦

Racing◦

Golf◦

Tennis◦

Boxing◦

MMA◦

Recruiting◦

Olympic Sports◦

Horse Racing◦

•

FANTASY◦

Football◦

Baseball◦

Streak for the Cash◦

SPORTSNATION◦

Polls◦

Chats◦

Community◦

•

VIDEO◦

Most Recent◦

Highlights◦

PLAYBOOK◦

Sports Passport◦

Sports Calendar◦

Arcade◦

Contests◦

•

TOOLS◦

Contact Us◦

Member Services◦

myESPN◦

ESPN Alerts◦

Developer Center◦

Corrections◦

Daily Line◦

RSS◦

•
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TV LISTINGS◦

ESPN3◦

RADIO◦

ESPN THE MAGAZINE◦

SHOP◦

SPORTSCENTER◦

TEAM ESPN◦

ESPN FRONT ROW◦

MyESPN ◦

NFL ◦

MLB ◦

NBA ◦

NHL ◦

NCAA FB ◦

NCAA BB ◦

NASCAR ◦

SOCCER ◦

MORE SPORTS ◦

RADIO& MORE ◦

espnW& PLAYBOOK ◦

FANTASY& GAMES ◦

WATCH ◦

NBA Home•
Scores•
Schedule•
Standings•
Playoffs•
Teams•

Atlantic
Boston Celtics
New Jersey Nets
New York Knicks
Philadelphia 76ers
Toronto Raptors

Central
Chicago Bulls
Cleveland Cavaliers
Detroit Pistons
Indiana Pacers
Milwaukee Bucks

Southeast
Atlanta Hawks
Charlotte Bobcats
Miami Heat
Orlando Magic
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Washington Wizards

Pacific
Golden State Warriors
Los Angeles Clippers
Los Angeles Lakers
Phoenix Suns
Sacramento Kings

Southwest
Dallas Mavericks
Houston Rockets
Memphis Grizzlies
New Orleans Hornets
San Antonio Spurs

Northwest
Denver Nuggets
Minnesota Timberwolves
Oklahoma City Thunder
Portland Trail Blazers
Utah Jazz

Draft•
Players•
Stats•
Heat Index•
TrueHoop•
Dime•
Rumors•
Odds•
Tickets•
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